
7000/AP 
Ozone Generator 

Air Purifier / Sterilizer 

“Ozone Knocks Out Odours 
At Their Source” 

WHY IS OZONE SO SAFE? 

While ozone is very powerful, it has a very short life-cycle. When contaminants 
such as odours, bacteria or viruses make contact with ozone, they are destroyed 
completely by oxidation. In so doing, that extra atom of oxygen is consumed 
and there is nothing left...no odour...no bacteria...no extra atom, only oxygen. 

Ozone reverts back to oxygen after it is used. 

Ozone is 150 times more potent and works 3,500 times faster than molecular 
Chlorine and is far superior in destroying germs, bacteria, and viruses. 

User Guide 



Please read all of the information provided in this user's 
guide before operating your new air unit. 

WARNING 
• This unit is not a medical device. 

• Excessive ozone concentrations may cause mucous membrane or 
respiratory irritation. 

• Ozone generation is significantly reduced by humidity levels such 
as 40–70% (ozone output is reduced by approx. 40-70%). 

This "bolt of lightning" indicates that un-insulated material within your unit 
may cause an electrical shock. For the safety of everyone, do not remove 
product covering.  
 
This "exclamation point" calls attention to a feature for which you should read 
the enclosed literature carefully to help prevent operating and maintenance 
problems.  

Input Voltage 240v 
Power Consumption 98w 

Frequency 50Hz 
Noise Level Less Than 45Db 

Ozone Generation 
Technology 

High Transformer 
Uv Lamp Ozone Plate 

Electrode Stainless Steel 
Dielectric Substance Ceramic (Cold Corona) 

Gas Source Ambient Air 
Ozone Output 7 Gram/Hr 

Actual Coverage Area 650m2 

Air Flow Rate 43 Litre/Min 
Ozone Concentration 15-20 Mg/L 

Air Flow Rate 4.3 M3/Hr 
Outlet Temperature <30°C 

Cooling Method Air Cooling 
Certification CE, ETL, Design Patent 

Warranty 12 Months 
Case 

Material 
Stainless Steel 
Powder Coated 

Dimension(Mm) 200*285*250 
Packaged Weight 5.5kg 

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK DO NOT REMOVE 
OUTER COVER WHILE MACHINE IS PLUGGED IN 

CAUTION 



Ozone has been widely used in advanced countries for many years to 
sterilise water and other utensils. Many leading manufacturers incorporate 
ozone technology into their electrical appliances such as washing machines 
and refrigerators. 
Ozone is a natural and easy way to enhance your health, with proper usage; 
it brings immense benefits to improve your health and the environment. 
A detailed study has been conducted by a German laboratory to confirm its 
effectiveness in destroying harmful bacteria and germs. 
Ozone is far superior in destroying germs, bacteria and viruses it is 150 
times more potent and works 3,500 times faster than molecular Chlorine.  

BENEFITS OF OZONE 

FUNCTIONS OF OZONE 
Ozone is the Earths' protective layer that shields us from harmful radiation 
from the sun. It is a powerful natural oxidizer that kills viruses, germs and 
harmful bacteria. 

CONDITIONS OF SALE: This machine is sold on the conditions that the buyer and/or user 
assumes all risks of the use and handling of the machine as well as the results obtained from 
its use. 

No responsibility can be taken by the manufacturer, distributor or agents for any injury, 
damage, loss or other results following the use or misuse of this product. 

The buyer accepts and uses this product subject to these conditions. 

SafeSalt Australia 

7000/AP 



Operating Instructions 
Front View 

PART FUNCTION  

Function Keys Control The Unit Directly 

LCD Display Displays Status 

Remote Control Remotely Control The Unit 

VERY IMPORTANT 

* DO NOT OPERATE IN FLAMMABLE CONDITIONS. 

* DO NOT SPRAY ANYTHING INTO THE UNIT. 

* AREA TO BE TREATED MUST BE UNOCCUPIED. 

* REMOVE ALL ANIMALS. 

* COVER ANY FISH TANKS AND TURN OFF AIR PUMP 

In nature ozone is derived from oxygen. When UV light passes 
through air, oxygen (O2) splits apart forming two atoms (Ol). When 
this O1 attaches itself to another oxygen O2 atom it forms O3 (which 
is ozone). Due to the unstable formation of O3, it tends to offload the 
extra O1 atom. When O3 (ozone) comes into contact with any 
bacteria, algae of organic carbon-based molecule, the extra O1 atom 
attaches to it and destroys the molecular structure thus neutralising 
it's harmful potential. 

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF OZONE 



PART FUNCTION  

Dust Filter Inlet Air Filter Easily Cleaned And Replaced 

Fuse Holder Houses Removable Fuse 
(Spare Fuse Included. 1 amp 1.25 inch) 

Power Cord  

1. For sterilization use in unoccupied space only. 

2. If used in small areas reduce the running time due to the large 
ozone output. 

Where and how to use: 
1. Areas smaller than 50 square meters, it is recommended to use 

P1 AUTO. 

2. Areas between 50 to 150 square meters, it is recommended to 
run P2 AUTO. 

3. Areas between 150 to 250 square meters, it is recommended to 
run P3 AUTO. 

4. Areas larger than 250 square meters, it is recommended to run 
ON ( HOLD ON). 

5. Home use, it is recommended to run on TIMER for 1-5 minutes. 

SUGGESTED USAGE AND TIMES 

Back View 



1. When the power cord is plugged in and turned on the machine is on 
standby mode, the backlight and LCD display is not lit in standby mode. 

2. RED ON/OFF BUTTON: In standby mode, press the ON BUTTON 
once, the LCD display will light up and the machine will run and it will 
begin creating ozone after 30 seconds. It will continue to create ozone until 
the off button is pressed. 

3. TIMER BUTTON: Press the TIMER BUTTON; the machine will run 
according to the system setting (factory setting is 1 hour). To change the 
running time press the SET BUTTON and the timer will blink, use the up 
or down button to alter the running time as required (between 5 minutes and 
24 hours) LCD display will show Timer Off Until, press the SET BUTTON 
again to start the desired running time. The machine will start producing 
ozone 30 seconds after being set. The machine will automatically shutdown 
when the selected time expires. 

4. AUTO BUTTON: Press the AUTO BUTTON once and the machine will 
switch on to the factory set P1 cycle, press again for P2 cycle and a third 
time to select the P3 cycle (see operation times below), the machine will 
automatically turn off and on according to the selection until stopped. There 
are three time periods P1, P2 or P3 you can choose from. 

Factory settings: 

1.    P1 running time 10 minutes, stop time 20 minutes 

2.    P2 running time 20 minutes, stop time 20 minutes 

3.    P3 running time 40 minutes, stop time 20 minutes 

5. To change the factory settings above press the AUTO BUTTON, press 
the AUTO BUTTON again to select the setting you wish to change shows 
P1, P2 or P3 on the LCD display then press the SET BUTTON. Set Pro On 
will show on the LCD display and the timer will blink, press the UP or 
DOWN BUTTON to select the desired running time. Press the SET 
BUTTON again and Set Pro Off will show on the LCD display and the 
timer will blink, press the UP or DOWN BUTTON to select the desired 
resting time, the timer will stop blinking after a few seconds and that cycle 
has now been reset. The machine will start producing ozone according to 
the selected cycle 30 seconds after being set. 

Hold the UP or DOWN BUTTON in for fast setup. 

If the UP or DOWN or SET BUTTONS are not pressed for 10 seconds the 
machine will revert back to the running state. 

OPERATION 



CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

When the purifier no longer produces sufficient ozone to be 
effective, the ozone plate should be cleaned.  
Rule of thumb is every three months if used regularly. 

To clean a plate: 

1. Turn the unit off and unplug from power outlet. 

2. Remove the 4 screws from each side of the outer cover. 

3. Remove the cover. 

4. Remove the screw that holds the plate in position. 

5. Remove the plate with connecting wires still attached. 
(Do not detach the wires from the plate). 

6. With the ceramic plate firmly supported in the hand, wipe 
with a cloth moistened with warm soapy water or a grease 
cutting detergent, scrub with a stiff brush if necessary. Be 
careful not to drop or damage the ceramic plate. 

7. Rinse the ceramic plate with hot water and dry 
completely before reinstalling. 

8. If available, you may use a hair dryer to dry the plate. 

9. Re-install the ceramic plate and re-assemble the unit. 

If you suspect a problem with your unit check the following: 
1. Unit is plugged in properly and turned on. 
2. Wall outlet is active. 
3. Ceramic plates are clean and dry. 
4. Plate is not damaged. 
5. Fuse is installed properly and in good condition (to replace fuse, 

rotate fuse holder counter clockwise to unscrew, remove old fuse, 
replace with spare). Fuse is 1 amp (1.25 inch). 

6. It's important that the unit be properly grounded to avoid potential 
shock. 

7. If the fan is not operating or no buzzing sound is detected when 
operating, call the Service number. 

Caution: No attempt should be made to remove the top panel of the 
unit, as there are no user serviceable parts. Opening the unit will void 
all warranties. 
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Computer generated model of a bacillus (rod shaped) bacterial cell. 
1. Ozone (green) comes into contact with the cell wall. The cell wall is 

vital to the bacteria as it ensures the organism can maintain its shape. 
2. Once ozone makes contact, a mechanism called an oxidative burst 

occurs, which literally creates a tiny hole in the cell wall. 
3. A close-up view of the cell wall. 
4. Image showing the cell after constant bombardment by the ozone. 
5. After a few seconds and thousands of ozone collisions later, the bacteria 

can no longer maintain its shape and the cell dies. 
The human body also protects itself via oxidative burst! 
White blood cells seek out bacteria in the bloodstream, which are then 
enveloped by the white blood cell. 
Once inside the cell wall the white cell metabolizes water into oxidants such 
as hydroxyl (OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). This action destroys the 
bacteria. 
In 2002 the Scripps Research Institute department chemistry in La Jolla CA 
discovered chemical signatures similar to ozone were present during these 
oxidative bursts. 

Ozone is the most powerful oxidant commercially available. 

How Ozone Kills Bacteria 
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Sequence Of 

Ozone Destroying 
Bacterium 
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For More Information 
www.safesalt.com.au 

Or 
Contact Steve:- 

E-mail info@safesalt.com.au 
Phone (07) 3818 4190 


